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Abstract A constructive heuristic is introduced to solve a continuous location-allocation

problem in the presence ofconvex polygonal barriers. Potsnsial sites forthe facility can be

anywhere in the space except in the interior of the bariers. Also the Euclidean distance

travelled cannot iross the interior of the barriers. The main steps of the method is put forward'

The preliminary results is presented based on benchmark problems'
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lntroduction

In this study, we are given a set of users, located at n fixed points, with their

respective demands. We are required to locate Mfacilities in continuous space

to serve these n users, and to find the allocation of these users to these M
facilities. The objective is to minimize the zum of tansportation costs. This

continuous location-allocation problem can be formulated as follorn's:

Minimize !f*,a(x,,,,)
'=1 

l=l

(1)
Subject to

M

l*r=ri, i:1,...,tt
i=l

(2)

X,:(x],x!)e Scfr2, i-1,..., M
(3) x,)0' i:l'"'M; i:l'"''n

(4)

where M is the number of facilities to be located, S is the feasible region to be

considered, x, is the quantify assigned from facility I to customerT, i - l, ..'

+
j{
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M; j = l, ..., fl, a\x,,a,) is the Euclidean distance between facility i and

customer i, at = V),ol). n' is the location of customet j, x i =(x;,x,,) *.
coordinates of facility i, w, is the demand, or weight, of customerT.

The objective function (1) is to minimize the sum of the transportation
costs. Constraints (2) guarantee that the total demand of each customer is
satisfied. Constraints (3) describe the restricted regions and Constraints (4)
refer to the non-negativity of the decision variables.

There is however a shortage of papers on the facility location problem
with barriers. This problem is the constrained Weber problem which is also
known as the Weber problem in the presence of forbidden regions andlor
barriers to travel. This was initially investigated by Katz and Cooper (1981).
They considered a Weber problem with the Euclidean metric and with one
circular barrier. A heuristic algorithm was suggested that is based on a
sequential unconstrained minimization technique for nonlinear programming
problems. Hansen et al. (1982) provided an algorithm for solving the location
problem when the set of feasible points is the union of a finite number of
convex polygons. Other studies include Aneja and Parlar (lgg4) and Butt and
Cavalier (1996) who developed heuristics for the median problem vith lp
distance and barriers that are closed polyhedra. Batta, Ghose, and Palekar
(1989) obtained discretization results for median problems with /r-distance and
arbitrarily shaped barriers by transforming these problems into equivalent
network location problems. Their results were generalized by Harnacher and
Klamroth (2000) for arbitrary block nonns, although it is not possible to
transforrn these problems to the analogous network location problems.
Bischoff and Klamroth (2007) proposed a genetic algorithm based solution to
the problem..

Our aim is to introduce a constructive heuristic as an efficient method to
solve this typical problem of facility location-allocation.

The Barriers

Proposition : For any P, X, and a barrier, segment PX must intersect two
walls w(r) and w(x) to be invisible.
Proof : Assume that P and xnot in the boundary of the barrier. Suppose that
line segment PX touches one point at the edges of the barrier. Since the
barrier is convex polygonal, the point must be a vertex of the barrier. So, P
and Xis visible, and there is no wall. Suppose that line PXintersects the edges
of the barrier at point A and B. Since the barrier is convex, the line segment
AB c. PX must lie inside the barrier and A lies at one edge of the barrier and B
at another edge of it. Thus, PXintersects two walls.

*
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Facing walls or faces are the wall on which the segment PX inters_ects.

Consider Figure 3. Suppose that PX intersects TrTu at A and TrsT, at B. If
line segment PA<PB, ttren P is facing TrTu andXis facing TtoTrr, else if line

segment PA> PB, then P is facing lro 4r md X is facing rtru '

l

Figure 3

Finding The Last Visible Vertices Of The Barrier With P

Do backward method is based on Figure 3. ln general, let the wall be TpT1,*1,

from above example based on Figure 3, here k - 5 . Check if ffr-, is obstructed

by Tr,7o*,; if not, check if rro-, is obstructed by Io-, Tr ot 71,7u*,; if not, and so

on check if rro-, , iel, is obstructed by Tr,-(i-t)Tk-(,-r), ..., ot TkTk+t' Once

the obstacle found, stop. The promising path is PT*-,*,

Doforward method is based on Figure 3. ln general, let the wall be T*Tt*t,

from above example based on Figure 3, k =S . Check if PTo*, is obstructed by

t
ja
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T*T*a; if not, check if PTo*, is obstructedby ro4.*r or T**rTt*t; if not, check if
PTra*i, iel, is obstructed by TkTk*t, ..., ot To*,^rTo*,. Once the obstacle
found, stop. The promising path is pTt*,.

From "do hach,yard' and "do forward, , points e and T1 are the two
promising vertices of the barrier where one can travel &om p . We do the same
method from X. one can see that 14 and xrs are the promising paths. The
shortest path from p to x Q(r,x)) is obtained by checking:
7 (r, x) = min{fa (r, rr) * a (rr, rr) + d {r,, x)], la (p, r, ) + a (rr, rr) + d (rr, rn) + a (rr, x)l I

Method of Checking The Interseetion point

Let Tr-r(xo;,!rs), T*(xr,yr),arrd Tr*r1xk+1,!k+t; bethreeverticesofthebarrier
ard r6,b1 be the customer's point. To check using the backward method
whether P7*-, intersects r* ro*,, first find the intersection point. Any point
lying in line segmett TkTki interm of l-function; that is 7(r) and 8.(,1) are
given by fQ)=(*o -*u*r)A+r**, and s0)=00 - yt*r)t+yo*, where ,t e (0, t).

Suppose that the intersection point is lbr, yr). Then we have

' f(l)=(*o -ro*r)s"+xr+t :rt or 1= IL:JL:J-. rf r>1 or i<0, the intersection
xk - xk+t

point lbr,yr) is out of line segment T*Tr.,*r, otherwise l(yr,y2)eT1,71,*, and
hence P7o_, intersects 4 4+r .

Preliminary Result

Consider Figure 4. Suppose that we want to place a facility to serve four users,
Pt,P2,P3,andPo whose coordinate locations are known, in such a way that the
total Euclidean distance or total transportation cost from the facility to the
users can be minimized.

*
H
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Choosing any point in the convex hull of the users' points as initial

facility location, uoi if,"n applying Cooper's iteratiye method (Cooper, 1964

and damal and Salhi, 2001i *L obtuio an optimal location for the facility at

point (6.73 ,7.12). Tir. opti-al solution is i global one due to the convexity

properties of the objective function (Cooper, 1964)'

Now consider Figure 5 where- there exists two convex polygonal

barriers, B, and Br. We cannot travel along the interior of the barriers but we

can travel through their vertices or along their boundaries (Aneja and Parlar,

t9e4).

+
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The single facility problem with the presence of barriers can be formulated as:

Minimize fr, a r(x,^ ,)
J=l

Subjectto x:(x',X').Scfr2
where 

^S 
is the feasible region to be considered ard d Bk,u, ) is dennea as the

length of a shorthest feasible path connecting the facility and user 7 and not
intersecting the interior of the barriers. In contrast to the classical facility
location problem (l), the facility location problem with barriers is in general

non-convex (Bischoff and Klamroth, 2007).
The dotted line in Figure 6 is the minimum total distance from user jr,

j =1,2,3,4 to the facility whose location is at point (6.73 ,7.12) found

earlier. But this facility location is no longer optimai because the objective
firnction is not convex.

1615141312
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Figure 6

One way to improve the location of the facility is to consider its

location with respect to three vertices of the barriers and one user's point as

shown in Figure 7.
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Using (6.73 , 7.12) as initial facility location, and then applying Cooper's

iterative method, the facility location shifts to point (6.87 ,6.18) as shown in
Figure 8. This new location is considered to be the best location for'this small

problem example.

r (13, l{

FUTURE WORK

The outline of the method has

frrrther. This method will be

allocation problem. Algorithm
problems and the results will
literatures.
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been put forward. It is going to be developed
implemented to solve the facility location-

developed will be tested on some benchmark
compared with the ones found so far in the
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